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SAELAH Booking 

Booking for SAELAH 

7211 Legion Circle 

Tele: 318.458.3312    Shreveport, LA 71108    Email:saelah@saelahunplugged.com       

 

The SAELAH Contract Rider 
 

The purpose of this contract is to provide you with the information necessary to 

help make this event as successful as possible. After reading the entire contract, 

please complete the signature pages and return them immediately.  If you have 

any questions or concerns you may contact us at 318.458.3312.  Throughout this 

process it is our desire to promote a sense of integrity and trust.  Please keep 

communication consistent.  The Contract Rider may be adjusted to fit your 

Sponsor’s and Venue needs.  

Call the us to plan your event if any changes are necessary. 
 

 

Performance with Track (No Band) 
 

AIRPORT/LOCAL TRANSPORTAION  
 

In the event of a “fly-date” the Sponsor will be notified prior to arrival with the 

flight number and arrival time.  The driver should meet “SAELAH” at the arrival 

gate or baggage claim area with a sign reading “SAELAH.”  Sponsor shall 

provide airline tickets as follows, unless other wise discussed and agreed upon 

by Artist/Executive Assistant.   

 

Flight Options without band 

 This amendment is agreed upon and executed for a  concert with 

two (2) airline tickets will be purchased by the Sponsor.  Two (2) 

coach class tickets on American Airlines, Delta Airlines, or 

Southwest Airlines.  
 

SAELAH & associates will only fly on large aircrafts.  No small aircraft (prop 

planes, etc.).  This is not an option.  Sponsor must, without fail, consult with 

SaeLah and/or associates concerning flight accommodations prior to booking and 

payment of airline tickets. “SAELAH” & associates’ airline choices are American 

Airlines, Delta Airlines, or Southwest Airlines.  Sponsor agrees to make airfare 
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ticket purchase through one of these airlines unless otherwise agreed upon by 

Artist’s representative and Sponsor.   

 

 

 

If this amendment is agreed upon and executed, “SAELAH” & associates should 

be picked up in one (1) SUV or  large town cars(Denali, Expedition etc.) The 

vehicles should be large enough to transport all musical equipment, luggage and 

merchandise.    

 

The Sponsor also is required to provide “SAELAH”/ & associates  SUV/town car 

transportation to and from the concert performance.  The artist’s vehicles shall be 

no more than 15 miles proximity of the facility.   

 

If for any occassion, SAELAH and/or associates are in close proximity of your 

venue, travel arrangements can be made and will vary based on your location.  

 

TRAVEL/LODGING REQUIREMENTS 

 

Travel/Lodging without band 

The Sponsor should reserve hotel rooms in accordance with the following: 

 

1. If this amendant is agreed upon and executed for a  concert, Sponsor will 

reserve one (1) pre-paid non-smoking hotel room with double beds.  

 

All rooms should be reserved under Alfred Hall. Holiday Inn Express, the Hyatt, 

or other 3.5 star or better hotels are preferred. Payment for travel expenses is 

required no later than thirty (30) days prior to the engagement.  The amount is 

indicated on your contract on the services fees page.  In the event that the 

Sponsor is purchasing airline tickets we require that they be recieved no later 

than thirty days (30) prior to the engagement 

 

 

DRESSING ROOMS 

 

If this amendant is agreed upon and executed for a  concert, the Sponsor will 

provide one (1) rooms for dressing for “SAELAH” & their associates.  These 

rooms must be able to be locked and exclusive to the staging area.  It shall 

possess  a bathroom in close proximity. 
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RUNNER 

 

The Sponsor will provide a runner available at all times to be used at the disposal 

of the artists.  Please arrange for this person to be available at the time 

”SAELAH” & their  associates arrival.  This person must have reliable 

transportation & be available throughout the day to take the artist and their 

associates to restaurants etc. for eating, shopping and/or entertainment.   

 

SOUND CHECK 

 

Access to the venue must be provided at least two (2) hours before perfomance 

for a sound check. This will better help prepare “SAELAH” to set microphones 

and set the atmosphere to help make your event successful. 

 

MERCHANDISE TABLE 
 

The Sponsor will provide a table that will be used for “SAELAH” merchandise 

to be sold before, during and after the event.  There must be a person that is 

available to sell the merchandise before, during and after the event at the 

merchandise table. 

 

EQUIPMENT  

 

The Sponsor shall provide two (2) corded or cordless microphones which  must 

be in close proximity. These microphones must have at least a 5 feet range.  
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Performance with Band  
 

 

AIRPORT/LOCAL TRANSPORTAION  
 

In the event of a “fly-date” the Sponsor will be notified prior to arrival with the 

flight number and arrival time.  The driver should meet “SAELAH” at the arrival 

gate or baggage claim area with a sign reading “SAELAH.”  Sponsor shall 

provide airline tickets as follows, unless other wise discussed and agreed upon 

by Artist/Executive Assistant.   

 

Flight Options with band 

 This amendment is agreed upon and executed for a  concert with 

five (5) airline tickets will be purchased by the Sponsor.  Five (5) 

coach class tickets on American Airlines, Delta Airlines, or 

Southwest Airlines.  

 
 

SAELAH & associates will only fly on large aircrafts.  No small aircraft (prop 

planes, etc.).  This is not an option.  Sponsor must, without fail, consult with 

SaeLah and/or associates concerning flight accommodations prior to booking and 

payment of airline tickets. “SAELAH” & associates’ airline choice is American 

Airlines, Delta Airlines, or Southwest Airlines.  Sponsor agrees to make airfare 

ticket purchase through American Airlines unless otherwise agreed upon by 

Artist’s representative and Sponsor.   

 

If this amendment is agreed upon and executed, “SAELAH” & associates should 

be picked up in two (2) SUV or  large town cars(Denali, Expedition etc.) .   

The vehicles should be large enough to transport all musical equipment, luggage 

and merchandise.    

 

The Sponsor also is required to provide “SAELAH”/ & associates  SUV/town car 

transportation to and from the concert performance.  The artist’s vehicles shall be 

no more than 15 miles proximity of the facility.   
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If for any occassion, SAELAH and/or associates are in close proximity of your 

venue. Travel arrangements can be made and will vary based on your location.  

   

 

 

 

 

TRAVEL/LODGING REQUIREMENTS 

 

Travel/Lodging with band 

The Sponsor should reserve hotel rooms in accordance with the following: 

 

1. If this amendant is agreed upon and executed for a  concert, Sponsor will 

reserve two (2) pre-paid non-smoking hotel rooms with double beds.  

 

All rooms should be reserved under Alfred Hall. Holiday Inn Express, the Hyatt, 

or other 3.5 star or better hotels are preferred. Payment for travel expenses is 

required no later than thirty (30) days prior to the engagement.  The amount is 

indicated on your contract on the services fees page.  In the event that the 

Sponsor is purchasing airline tickets we require that they be recieved no later 

than thirty days (30) prior to the engagement. 

 

DRESSING ROOMS 

 

If this amendant is agreed upon and executed for a  concert, the Sponsor will 

provide one (1) rooms for dressing for “SAELAH” & their associates.  These 

rooms must be able to be locked and exclusive to the staging area.  It shall 

possess  a bathroom in close proximity. 

RUNNER 

 

The Sponsor will provide a runner available at all times to be used at the disposal 

of the artists.  Please arrange for this person to be available at the time 

”SAELAH” & their  associates arrival.  This person must have reliable 

transportation & be available throughout the day to take the artist and their 

associates to restaurants etc. for eating, shopping and/or entertainment.   

 

SOUND CHECK 
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Access to the venue must be provided at least two (2) hours before ministry for a 

sound check. This will better help prepare “SAELAH” to set microphones and 

set the atmosphere to help make your event successful. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

MERCHANDISE TABLE 
 

The Sponsor will provide a table that will be used for “SAELAH” merchandise 

to be sold before, during and after the event.  There must be a person that is 

available to sell the merchandise before, during and after the event at the 

merchandise table. 

 

EQUIPMENT  

 

The Sponsor shall provide six (6) corded or cordless microphones which  must be 

in close proximity. These microphones must have at least a 5 feet range. Also an 

outlet for two (2) keyboards  and a bass with amplier unless stated, otherwise is 

required. A drumset of at least (5) pieces is required.Preferably a five (5) piece 

Yamaha or Pearl. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

________________________________________ 

Sponsor Signature 

 

 

________________________________________ 

Date 


